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Abstra t

We present models of de aying parti les for in reasing the e e tive number of neutrinos N after
big bang nu leosynthesis but before the stru ture formation begins. We point out that our s enario
not only solves the dis repan y between the onstraints on N from these two epo hs, but also
provides a possible answer to deeper in onsisten y in the estimation of the matter power spe trum
amplitude at small s ales, represented by  , between the WMAP and some small s ale matter
power measurements su h as the Lyman- forest and weak lensing. We onsider (a) saxion de ay
into two axions; (b) gravitino de ay into axino and axion; ( ) Dira right-handed sneutrino de ay
into gravitino and right-handed neutrino.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Observations of the osmi mi rowave ba kground (CMB), galaxy lustering, weak gravitational lensing and Lyman- forest and so on strongly support the osmologi al stru tures
being formed in a universe des ribed by the power-law CDM model. Spe i ally, re ent
advan ement in those observations enabled us to measure the matter power spe trum from
the horizon s ale down to about 1 Mp in a very pre ise manner.
However, as the data a umulate owing to the re ent observations for instan e by the
WMAP [1, 2, 3, 4℄ and SDSS [5, 6, 7, 8℄, possible tensions among di erent data sets are
indi ated. This is most easily seen in the term 8 , the normalization of the matter power
spe trum at 8h 1 Mp , where h is the Hubble parameter. Namely, the value of 8 derived
from the WMAP three-year data is slightly lower than that derived from the latest analyses
of the Lyman- forest [9, 10℄, weak lensing [11, 12℄ and strong lensing (\giant ar ") statisti s
[13℄. The dis repan y surfa ed when the WMAP data were updated from the rst year data
to the three-year data, with signi ant de rease in the best t value of 8 (de reased from
0:92  0:10 to 0:761+00::049
048 ) [1, 14℄.
It is true that all these measurements whi h favor higher 8 than the WMAP3 value are
likely to su er more from systemati errors than the WMAP experiments, but when the
ongoing e orts an su eed in de reasing the systemati s, they would be more suitable for
measuring 8 than the CMB experiments. Therefore, we an expe t that we will obtain
suÆ ient information to know whether the tension is solved by some systemati s not yet
a ounted for or we have to invoke non-standard osmology. We, in this paper, assume that
the latter ase is true and the present dis repan y between the WMAP3 and the observations
at smaller s ales is real.
Then, what kind of non-standard ingredient do we need ? A tually, this has been already
hinted at in the Lyman- forest analysis of Ref. [10℄. In Ref. [10℄, extensive osmologi al
parameter estimation was ondu ted using the latest data set onsists of the CMB, galaxy
lustering and the Lyman- forest. They tested a wide range of osmologi al models other
than the at CDM model with the adiabati power-law primordial power spe trum by
pla ing onstraints on the tensor mode, the running of the spe tral index, massive neutrinos,
the e e tive number of neutrinos, the dark energy equation of state, the urvature of the
universe, osmi strings and iso urvature modes. They have found that the observations
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prefer these parameters to be onsistent with the standard values ex ept for one parameter:
the e e tive number of neutrinos, N . Remarkably, their 2 limit is N = 5:3+21::17 , not
allowing the standard value of N = 3:0 at 2.4 1 .
This preferen e of a non-standard value of N by the ombined data of the WMAP3
and Lyman- forest is losely onne ted to the dis repan y of 8 between these data sets.
As shown in Ref. [10℄, the larger value of N enhan es the best t value of the small s ale
amplitude 2 . This enables the high 8 value inferred from the Lyman- to re on ile with the
WMAP3 data, whi h prefers the low 8 when the standard N = 3 is assumed. Although
there is no detailed statisti al analysis of ombined data sets of the WMAP3 and the weak
lensing allowing for the possibility of non-standard N , it is reasonable to expe t these
observations too to be re on iled with the WMAP3 data by N > 3.
On the other hand, as is very well known, the value of N greatly a e ts big bang
nu leosynthesis (BBN), espe ially the 4 He abundan e, Yp. The analysis by Ref. [15℄, using
Yp = 0:249  0:009 [17, 18℄, has yielded N = 3:1+11::42 (95% C.L.), in good agreement with
the standard value while still allowing some room for non-standard values. For example,
N = 4, whi h an better t the ombined data of the WMAP3 and Lyman- forest than
N = 3, is a eptable. However, more re ent analyses favor N = 3 (see Se . II for more
detailed dis ussion).
Having seen re ent observational onstraints on N from the stru ture formation and
nu leosynthesis, we will now onsider how the value of N should be in order to satisfy
these onstraints. Although the simplest hoi e would be to have N  4 before and after
BBN, on erning the entral values, it may be preferable to have N = 3 during BBN and
in rease to N = 4 { 5 well before the stru ture formation begins. We here note that BBN
measures N around the temperature T = O(MeV) while the stru ture formation data tell
us N in a more re ent universe, T . 100 eV, at whi h the stru ture formation of the smallest
observable s ale (about 1 Mp ) begins 3 . In terms of the osmologi al time, they respe tively
1 Ref. [15℄ re ently reexamined this issue using almost the same data set and found N = 4:6+1:6 at 95%
1:5

C.L. Although the signi an e is lower than the one in Ref. [10℄, tension with the standard value remains.
Also, there is an independent analysis by Ref. [16℄ with a similar data set in luding Lyman- whi h gives
N = 5  1, the 2 preferen e for N > 3.
2 In detail; they report this result in the amplitude at a smaller s ale than 8h 1 Mp , but similar orrelation
is expe ted between N and 8 .
3 The present CMB data probe s ales larger than O(10) Mp or equivalently T . 10 eV. Meanwhile the
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measure N around 1 se and after 108 se . Thus, the onstraints on N from BBN and the
stru ture formation (the CMB, the Lyman- forest et .) do not ne essarily oin ide at fa e
value in general.
In this paper, to realize the latter possibility of in reasing N , we investigate models of
parti les whi h de ay into radiation between BBN and the stru ture formation. Candidates
would have a somewhat long lifetime of 1 to 108 se after whi h they de ay \silently", without
destroying the light elements, into very light parti les as opious as photons or neutrinos. We
show su h parti les are found in supersymmetri extensions of theories proposed to solve the
strong CP problem. Namely, we onsider the following possibilities: (a) saxion de ay into
axions and (b) gravitino de ay into axino and axion. We also show a andidate present in
models with the right-handed neutrino whi h are attra tive for explaining neutrino masses.
In this ase, we onsider ( ) Dira right-handed sneutrino de ay into gravitino and righthanded neutrino. In the next se tion we will give a review on the present observational status
on 8 and N and their possible tensions between di erent experiments. In Se . III we give
details of the models and parameter spa e where N is su essfully in reased while meeting
osmologi al onstraints. Then, Se . IV is devoted to our on lusions and dis ussion.
II.

OBSERVATIONAL TENSIONS IN

8

AND

N

In this se tion we give a brief review on the several di erent observations and analyses
of 8 and N and their impli ations. The re ent analyses of Lyman- forest ombined with
the WMAP three-year data by two independent groups are in Refs. [9℄ and [10℄. The earlier
studies by the same groups with the WMAP rst year data are in Refs. [20℄ and [21℄. Those
analyses used basi ally the same Lyman- forest data sets. Their results seem to onsistently
show that 8 derived from the Lyman- forest data prefers the higher value of the WMAP
rst year result rather than the three-year value, although two groups on lude that there are
no statisti ally ompelling eviden e for in onsisten y between WMAP3 and Lyman- data.
In Ref. [10℄, around two sigma dis repan y in the power-law CDM model was reported but
they on luded that the di eren e would be explained by a statisti al u tuation or unknown
systemati errors. The analysis of Ref. [9℄ found weaker signi an e for the dis repan y and
CMB alone does not pra ti ally onstrain N (the WMAP three-year alone limit is N < 42 at 95%
C.L. [19℄).
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on luded that the Lyman- forest data an be in reasonable agreement with WMAP3.
However, it is apparent from the gures of likelihood ontours in Refs. [9, 10℄ that the
measurements of the small s ale u tuation amplitude by the WMAP3 alone and the Lymanforest alone are not fully onsistent.
A umulating data for weak lensing, another eÆ ient probe of 8 , shows a similar tenden y. It was rst noted in the WMAP3 paper of Ref. [1℄ that the ground-based weak
lensing measurement by the wide synopti survey of the Canada-Fran e-Hawaii Teles ope
[11℄ favors higher values of 8  0.8 { 1.0. In Ref. [1℄, the likelihood ontours on the m -8
plane are drawn for the WMAP3 alone and the weak lensing alone but their overlapping
region is small showing some degree of in onsisten y. Moreover, a higher 8 value is also
preferred by a very re ently released result of the spa e-based measurement by the COSMOS
survey of the Hubble Spa e Teles ope [12℄. The agreement between the largest surveys from
ground and spa e is remarkable and adds to the reliability of the weak lensing result of the
high 8 .
Regarding the fa t that the numerous non-standard parameters other than N studied in
Ref. [10℄ annot solve the dis repan y, we onsider that the universe with N > 3 is a strong
andidate for explaining both the WMAP3 and the observations whi h indi ate high 8 .
Now let us look at the onstraints on N from BBN. The value of N greatly a e ts BBN,
and in parti ular, the 4 He abundan e Yp is quite sensitive to it. The analysis by Ref. [15℄,
using Yp = 0:249  0:009 [17, 18℄, has yielded N = 3:1+11::42 (95% C.L.), in good agreement
with the standard value while still allowing some room for non-standard values. However,
there are more re ent analyses of Yp by several groups who give more stringent error bars:
Yp = 0:250  0:004 [22℄, Yp = 0:2427  0:0028 [23℄ and Yp = 0:2516  0:0011 [24℄. We derive
the onstraints on N from them using the tting formula in Ref. [25℄ and the observed
deuterium abundan e D=H = (2:82  0:27)  10 5 [26℄ on the  -N plane. The 95% C.L.
+0:52
+0:23
limits are respe tively N = 3:20+00::76
68 , N = 3:01 0:48 and N = 3:32 0:24 (their own analysis
in Ref. [24℄ has yielded N = 3:28  0:16 (2 ), using 7 Li data in addition; this is onsistent
with our al ulation). Although it is beyond the s ope of this paper to dis uss whether their
error bars are underestimated or not, we may on lude that three re ent analyses of 4 He do
not favor N > 4.
Thus we are led to onsider a osmologi al s enario that the e e tive number of neutrinos
N is in reased from the standard value to N > 4 during the time between BBN and the
5

stru ture formation 4 . In the rest of the paper, we will fo us on several possible s enarios
based on parti le physi s and dis uss ea h model in detail.
III.

MODELS

In this se tion we provide several models in whi h the e e tive number of neutrinos is
in reased from the standard value, N = 3, after BBN but before the stru ture formation
starts. To this end, we introdu e a long-lived parti le X with a lifetime X in the range of
X = O(1{108) se . The lower bound on X omes from the requirement that the additional
radiation energy from the de ay of X should not hange the expansion rate before the
neutrino freeze-out. This is be ause we do not want to hange the standard BBN results,
espe ially the 4 He abundan e. The upper bound orresponds to the osmi time when the
omoving s ale of about 1 Mp enters the horizon.
Before going to the dis ussion of ea h model, it will be useful to express the in rease
of N in terms of the abundan e and the lifetime of X . Let us assume that the de ay of
X produ es very weakly intera ting relativisti parti les olle tively denoted by R, whi h
arry a fra tion fR of the energy originally stored in X . The R parti les in rease the extra
e e tive number of neutrinos by N :
N

' 3 fR



X




T =Td

;

(1)

where X and  denote the energy densities of X and the three spe ies of the neutrinos,
respe tively. We de ne Td as the temperature of photons when the de ay rate X be omes
equal to 3H (H is the Hubble parameter):


X

 2 g
= 3H =
10

1
2

Td2
;
MP

(2)

where g ' 3:36 ounts the relativisti degrees of freedom, and MP = 2:4  1018 GeV is the
redu ed Plan k mass. The lifetime X is related to the de ay rate as X = 1= X . To be
pre ise, speaking, the energy density of the R parti les also ontributes to the right-hand side
of Eq. (2). Nevertheless we negle t it here, be ause it is sub-dominant as long as N . 1.
4 Stri tly speaking, the Yp analysis by Ref. [24℄ implies N > 3 at 2. However, sin e our models that we
will present below are not a e ted by the value of N at BBN, we assume N = 3 at BBN for simpli ity.
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The standard value of the neutrino abundan e is


s

' 0:26 Td;

T =Td

(3)

where s is the entropy density, and it should be noted here that Td denotes the temperature
of photons, not neutrinos. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), we obtain
N

' 1:1 fR



Td
keV

 1



X =s
;
10 7 GeV

(4)

or equivalently,
N

' 1:2 fR



X
106 se

1 
2



X =s
:
10 7 GeV

(5)

It is lear from Eq. (5) that, to in rease N by order unity, X must be produ ed with a
suÆ iently large abundan e and its lifetime should be long enough. In order not to disturb
the light element abundan es, the de ay into the standard-model parti les (espe ially into
the hadrons) must be sub-dominant or even forbidden, and the de ay produ ts must be
\dark", i.e., their intera tion with the visible parti les should be very weak. In other words,
any massive parti les that de ay into very weakly intera ting and relativisti parti les an
explain the in rease of N if and only if they have right abundan e and lifetime given by
Eq. (5).
In the following, we show three osmologi ally onsistent s enarios in whi h N in reases
between BBN and stru ture formation by order unity. We onsider (a) saxion de ay into
two axions; (b) gravitino de ay into axino and axion; ( ) Dira right-handed sneutrino de ay
into gravitino and right-handed neutrino. We investigate ea h model in detail below.
A.

Saxion de ay into axions

One of the most promising solutions to the strong CP problem in quantum hromodynami s (QCD) is the Pe ei-Quinn (PQ) me hanism [27℄, whi h involves a pseudo-NambuGoldstone boson a, the axion, asso iated with the spontaneous PQ symmetry breaking (for
a review, see Ref. [28℄). In a supersymmetri theory, the axion forms a supermultiplet, inluding a fermioni superpartner a~, the axino, and a s alar partner s, the saxion. In general,
the saxion a quires a mass of order m3=2 in the presen e of the supersymmetry (SUSY)
breaking [29, 30℄. (Here m3=2 is the gravitino mass.) In a lass of models, the saxion mainly
7

de ays into a pair of the axions (i.e., fR ' 1), and these axions ontribute to the extra
e e tive number of neutrinos without disturbing the BBN results 5 . However, sin e the
saxion may also de ay into two photons, we need to examine whether the photons produ ed
do not spoil the standard osmology.
We onsider a lass of models in whi h the PQ symmetry is spontaneously broken by
a single PQ s alar eld , whose va uum expe tation value (VEV) sets the s ale of the
PQ symmetry breaking s ale Fa = hi. Here we have assumed that the VEV of  is real
and positive without a loss of generality. The PQ s ale Fa is severely onstrained from
astrophysi al and osmologi al onsiderations as 1010 GeV . Fa .  1 1012 GeV, where  is
an initial misalignment angle of the axion. It is rmly bounded from below by supernova
ooling [31, 32℄, while the upper bound omes from the axion-over losure limit, whi h an
be relaxed to some extent depending on the osmologi al s enarios [33, 34, 35, 36℄.
Let us express  in terms of the saxion s and the axion a as




a
s
 = p exp i
hsi :
2

(6)

p

Expanding the saxion around its VEV as s = 2Fa + s^, we obtain








s^
a
 = Fa + p exp i p
;
2
2Fa
1
1
s^
 y    =  s^  s^ +  a  a + p  a  a +    ;
2
2
2Fa

(7)
(8)

where the third term indu es the saxion de ay into axions. The de ay rate is given by
(s ! 2a)

'

1 m3s
;
64 Fa2

(9)

where ms is the saxion mass. The lifetime of the saxion then is given as

s ' 1:3  10 se
5



ms 
100 MeV

3



Fa
12
10 GeV

2

:

(10)

Sin e the axion super eld  must not have a SUSY mass, the saxion is a at dire tion
and a quires only a SUSY breaking mass of the order of the gravitino mass. Therefore, in
p
the early universe, the initial position of the saxion, si  2ji j, naturally deviates from
5 Note that it is model dependent whether the saxion dominantly de ays into the axions. For instan e, in
a model where two PQ s alar elds + and  , respe tively harged under the PQ symmetry +1 and
1, a quire VEVs as h+ i ' h i  Fa , the saxion de ay into axions is suppressed.
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p

that in the va uum hsi = 2Fa . When the Hubble parameter be omes omparable to the
saxion mass ms , the saxion starts to os illate around the potential minimum with an initial
p
2Fa j. There is a priori no way to determine the initial displa ement
amplitude, Æsi ' jsi
of the saxion, Æsi , but it is expe ted to be in the range between Fa and MP .
The saxion abundan e depends on the thermal history of the universe, e.g., whether the
reheating is ompleted before or after the saxion starts to os illate [37℄. First let us assume
that the saxion starts to os illate after the reheating. This is the ase if the reheating
temperature TR satis es

TR

& 2:2  10

8

GeV



ms 1=2
;
100 MeV

(11)

where we have used the relativisti degrees of freedom in MSSM, g = 228:75. The saxionto-entropy ratio is then given by

s
m2 (Æs )2 =2 3Tos
= s 2i 2
s
3Hos MP
4

'



Fa
ms 1=2
4:7  10 GeV
12
100 MeV
10 GeV


6

2 

Æsi
Fa

2

;

(12)

where the subs ript \os " denotes that the variables should be evaluated when the saxion
starts to os illate, i.e., H ' ms . The saxion de ays into axions, in reasing the e e tive
number of neutrinos N as

ms 
N ' 2:0  10
100 MeV


1



Fa
12
10 GeV

3 

Æsi
Fa

2

(13)

;

where we have substituted Eqs. (10) and (12) into Eq. (5), and used fR ' 1. However, as we
will see below, it is diÆ ult to re on ile the onstraint on TR , Eq. (11), with the gravitino
problem.
On the other hand, if the reheating is ompleted after the os illation of the saxion ommen es, the saxion-to-entropy ratio is given by

m2 (Æs )2 =2 3TR
s
= s 2i 2
s
3 ms M P
4

'

(14)



TR
2:2  10 GeV
6
10 GeV
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Fa
12
10 GeV

2 

Æsi
Fa

2

:

(15)

The in rease in the e e tive number of neutrinos is expressed as

ms 
N ' 3:0
10 MeV


=

3 2



Fa
12
10 GeV
9

3 

Æsi
Fa

2 



TR
:
6
10 GeV

(16)

Thus it is possible to in rease N by order unity in this s enario.
Now let us onsider the saxion de ay into two photons. The de ay o urs in the DFSZ
axion model [38℄, as well as in the KSVZ (or hadroni ) axion model [39℄ if the heavy quarks
have U (1)em harges. To be on rete, let us onsider a hadroni axion model by introdu ing
the oupling of  with the heavy quarks Q and Q as

W = kQQ;

(17)

where k is a oupling onstant 6 . We assign the PQ harges as, e.g., (+1), Q( 1=2), and
Q ( 1=2). Assuming that Q and Q furnish 5 and 5 representations of the SU (5) GUT group,
 ouples to the standard-model gauge multiplets as

L

int

=

Z

d
2



 (i) (i)
W W + h: :;
8 Fa
i



(18)

where i = gi2=4 are the gauge oupling onstants of the standard model, and W (i) are
hiral super elds for the gauge multiplets. Thus the saxion de ays into two photons with
the rate,
2
2 em
m3s
(s ! 2 ) '
;
(19)
512 3 Fa2
where  = (3=5) os2 W ' 0:5 (W is the weak mixing angle) and we an see that the
bran hing ratio of two-photon de ay is B ' 1:7  10 7 . The inje ted photons may destroy
the light elements and hange the result of BBN for ms & 40 MeV, while for ms . 40 MeV,
the inje ted photons an never disso iate 4 He nu lei [40℄. To avoid hanging BBN, the
following bounds must be satis ed [42, 43℄:

B



s
s



8
<

. : 10

GeV
for 107 se
10 6 { 10 14 GeV for 104 se
14

. s . 10
. s . 10

se
;
7
se

12

(20)

and the onstraints from BBN are very weak for s < 104 se . If the saxion mass ex eeds
about 1 GeV, the saxion de ays into gluons with the rate
(s ! 2g )

'

m3s
;
64 3 Fa2
2

s

(21)

6 We assume that the PQ symmetry is broken due to the VEV of  during in ation. Then the PQ quarks
Q and Q are not thermalized after in ation and they do not a e t the timing when the saxion starts

os illating.
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whi h is mu h larger than that of Eq. (19). The hadroni bran hing ratio is Bh =
1:4  10 3 . The bound on the saxion abundan e in this ase is

Bh



s
s



8
<

.:

10
10

13
9

{ 10
{ 10

for 104 se . s . 1012 se
:
for 1 se . s . 104 se

GeV
13
GeV
14

s =
2

2

'

(22)

Thus, if the saxion de ays into gluons, the BBN onstraints on s =s be ome mu h severer.
In parti ular, for ms > 1 GeV the saxion de ay annot realize N = 1 due to these
onstraints. Even in the ase ms . 40 MeV, the energy inje tion is onstrained from the
CMB. If the inje ted photons annot rea h hemi al or kineti equilibrium due to the small
rate of intera tions with ba kground plasma, it leads to the distortion of the CMB bla k
body spe trum whi h is onstrained from observations [41℄. Hen e, the onstraint omes
from the CMB in the region ms . 40 MeV, although this does not give a severe onstraint.
Let us here omment on the thermal produ tion of the gravitino. From Eqs. (13) and
(16), we an see that the light saxion mass and/or relatively high reheating temperature
are required to obtain N  1 as long as we sti k to Æsi  Fa . Sin e the saxion mass is
onsidered to be of the order of the gravitino mass, the gravitino mass as well must be as
light as O(100) MeV, and su h a light gravitino is realized in gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
models [44℄. Let us assume that the gravitino is the lightest supersymmetri parti le (LSP).
If the reheating temperature is too high, the gravitino may over lose the universe [45℄. The
abundan e of the thermally produ ed gravitino is [46℄ (see also [43℄)

Y3=2

' 1:9  10

16

m2
1 + 2g~
3m3=2

!



TR
;
6
10 GeV

(23)

where we have omitted the logarithmi dependen e on TR , and mg~ is the gluino mass evaluated at T = TR . For m3=2  mg~, the gravitino abundan e is given as
TP
3 2

=

h

2

' 7:0  10

3



m3=2 
100 MeV

1







mg~ 2
TR
:
6
200 GeV
10 GeV

(24)

This should be smaller than the present upper bound on the urrent dark matter density,
2
DM h . 0:12 at 95% C.L. [1℄. Therefore, the thermal gravitino produ tion sets the lower
bound on the gravitino mass for a xed reheating temperature. Due to this bound, there
is no allowed region in the ase that the reheating is ompleted before the start of saxion
os illations. It should be noted that this onstraint annot be alleviated even in the ase of
the axino LSP [47℄. This is be ause, although the gravitino eventually de ays into the axion
11

and the axino, the de ay is too late for su h a light gravitino mass. In the next subse tion,
we onsider a mu h heavier gravitino mass, fo using on the possibility that the axion and
the axino produ ed from the de ay of gravitino may explain N  1.
The axinos, in addition to the gravitinos, are also produ ed by thermal s attering, and
we should he k whether the axino is overprodu ed. Here, sin e we assume that the axino
mass is of the order of the gravitino mass, we do not have to are whether the axino is the
LSP or not. The abundan e of the thermally produ ed axinos is al ulated as [48, 49℄,

Ya

TP
~

' 2:0  10


8

s (TR )

ln[0:098= s(TR )℄
1:1  10 4

3



Fa
12
10 GeV

 2



TR
:
6
10 GeV

(25)

or equivalently,
TP
~

a

h

2

' 5:5  10


2

s (TR )

ln[0:098= s(TR )℄
1:1  10 4

3





Fa
ma~ 
12
10 MeV 10 GeV

 2



TR
6
10 GeV
(26)

where ma~ denotes the mass of the axino. Therefore, if the axino mass is too large and/or the
reheating temperature is too high, the thermally produ ed axino may over lose the universe.
Using Eqs. (16) and (26), we derive
5=2
TR
Æsi 2
h2 3=2 ma~ 3=2
:
(27)
N ' 1:2
0:1
ms
106 GeV
Fa
From this equation, the reheating temperature should be less than 106 GeV as long as
N . 1 and Æsi & Fa are assumed. Note also that the axino mass in the model (17) is
smaller than m3=2 unless the PQ s alar has non-minimal oupling with the SUSY breaking
se tor. So, the upper bound on TR may be relaxed if ma~  m3=2  ms .
In Fig. 1, we summarize all the onstraints dis ussed above. Here we have taken Æsi = Fa
and TR = 106 GeV as referen e values. The thi k solid bla k line labeled (a) shows N = 1.
Note that the region above this line orresponds to N & 1. The dotted blue lines (b)
denote the astrophysi al and osmologi al onstraints on the PQ s ale, and we have set
 = 0:1. In order to satisfy 1 se . s . 108 se , the ombination of parameters (ms ; Fa )
must lie in the region between two thin solid red lines ( ). The onstraints from BBN
and CMB provide an upper bound on Fa for a xed ms , as represented by the dot-dashed
green line (d). The thermally produ ed gravitinos ex eed the urrent observed dark matter
abundan e if ms ( m3=2 ) is smaller than the value indi ated by the verti al long-dashed
yellow line (e). For ma~ = 0:01 ms , the abundan e of the thermally produ ed axinos ex eeds
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(c)
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(d)
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(f)
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m s (GeV)
FIG. 1: Constraints on the parameter spa e ms and Fa in the saxion de ay s enario with TR =
10 GeV. We have hosen Æsi = Fa . The lines labeled (a){(f) are de ned as follows. (a) N = 1
on this line. (b) Lower and upper bounds on the PQ s ale with   0:1. ( ) Upper line orresponds
to s  10 se , and lower line orresponds to s  1 se . (d) BBN bounds oming from radiative
de ay for 40 MeV . ms . 1GeV and hadroni de ay for ms & 1GeV. For ms . 40 MeV, the bound
omes from the CMB. (e) Lower bound on ms from gravitino thermal produ tion. (f) Lower bound
from axino thermal produ tion for ma = 0:01 ms . For ma = ms, the onstraint oin ides with the
line (a) a identally.
6

8

~

~

the urrent observed dark matter abundan e below the long-dashed purple line (f). For
ma~ = ms , the onstraint from the thermally produ ed axinos oin ides with the line (a)
a identally, so it is not expli itly drawn. The region below (a) is ex luded if ma~ ' ms . We
have found regions for N  1 onsistent with all the onstraints. For Æsi = Fa , they are
1 MeV . ms . 1 GeV, Fa  1012 GeV and 105 GeV . TR . 106 GeV. Sin e the PQ s ale Fa
is lose to the upper bound oming from the axion-ove losure limit, the axion an also play
13

Fa (GeV)
1015

1013

TR = 10MeV

δsi = 1017 GeV
(c)

(b)
(d)
(a)

1011

10 9

m s (GeV)
FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1, ex ept for TR = 10 MeV and Æsi = 10 GeV.
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a role of dark matter of the universe. Moreover, dark matter may be also explained by the
thermally produ ed axinos (see Eq. (27)).
On the other hand, Æsi may be as large as the Plan k s ale. We also show the result
for Æsi = 1017 GeV and TR = 10 MeV in Fig. 2, while keeping the other parameters the
same as in Fig. 1. Note that for su h a low reheating temperature, the axion is diluted
and the upper bound on the PQ s ale Fa is relaxed [36℄. Sin e Æsi is independent of Fa
in this ase, the energy density of the saxion is also independent of Fa . Hen e, the BBN
and CMB onstraints is given in terms of s and the dependen e on Fa is only through
s , as is seen from Fig. 2. For su h a low reheating temperature, the axino does not give
any meaningful onstraint. For Æsi  1016 {1018 GeV, there are allowed parameter regions,
1 MeV . ms . 1 GeV, 1010 GeV . Fa . 1014 GeV, and a few MeV . TR . 100 MeV 7 .
7 For the pre ise value of the lower bound on TR , see Refs. [19, 50, 51, 52℄.
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B.

Gravitino de ay into axino and axion

Next we onsider the gravitino de ay into the axion and the axino at late times [47℄. The
axino mass is model dependent, and it an be (mu h) smaller than the gravitino mass [30℄.
Here, from a phenomenologi al point of view, we treat the axino mass as a free parameter,
but it should be kept in mind that one may need to ontrive a model that realizes a spe i
value of the axino mass, espe ially if it is mu h smaller than the gravitino mass. If the
gravitino is the next-to-lightest supersymmetri parti le (NLSP) and the axino is the LSP,
the gravitino de ays into the axion and the axino. Both the axion and the axino produ ed
by the gravitino de ay ontribute to the extra e e tive number of neutrinos, so fR = 1.
The lifetime of the gravitino is

 (G~ ! a + a~)

'

1 m33=2
192 MP2

! 1

(28)

m3=2
:
300 GeV
Therefore m3=2 must be larger than about 300 GeV in order to satisfy the requirement
 . 108 se . The needed gravitino abundan e is given by Eq. (5) as

m3=2 3=2
3=2
'
8:8  10 9 GeV N
;
(29)
s
300 GeV

' 8:7  10

7

se



 3

whi h is given in terms of Y as

Y3=2 ' 2:9  10

11

N



m3=2 1=2
:
300 GeV

(30)

The gravitino may be produ ed both thermally and non-thermally. First we assume
that gravitinos are dominantly produ ed by parti le s atterings in thermal plasma. From
Eq. (23), in order to obtain the gravitino abundan e Eq. (30), the reheating temperature
TR must be as high as O(1010 ) GeV with mg~  O(1) TeV. For su h a high reheating temperature, however, axinos are also eÆ iently produ ed by thermal s atterings. Their thermal
abundan e is given by Eqs. (25) or (26). Thus, for the axino abundan e not to ex eed the
urrent observed dark matter abundan e, the axino mass must be smaller than O(1) keV.
With su h a light mass, however, its free streaming may erase the osmologi al stru ture
and on i t with the observation. The maximal abundan e onsistent with the observational data in luding Lyman- forest an be inferred from the upper bound on the HDM
omponent, or the neutrino masses. A ording to Ref. [10℄, the 95% C.L. limit obtained
15

P

from the data set in luding the Lyman- forest is m < 0:17 eV whi h an be onverted
to  h2 < 1:8  10 3 . Therefore, it is reasonable to expe t that the ontribution to the
energy density of the universe from su h light axino must be less than 1% of the dark matter, in order to be onsistent with the observed Lyman- forest. This further onstrains the
axino mass down to be smaller than O(10) eV. Note that, for the axino mass lighter than
O(10) eV, the axino abundan e produ ed from the gravitino de ay is negligibly small.
So far we have assumed that the gravitino with the abundan e Eq. (30) is thermally
produ ed. This requires a quite high reheating temperature, whi h limits the axino mass to
being mu h smaller than the gravitino mass. Sin e the axino mass is generi ally of the order
of the gravitino mass, su h a hierar hy may pose a diÆ ulty to build a viable axion model
that realizes the axino mass. If the gravitino is non-thermally produ ed from, e.g., in aton
de ay [53, 54, 55, 56℄ (or modulus de ay [57, 58℄), the tension an be greatly relaxed. The
gravitino abundan e is then dependent on the in aton mass m and VEV hi. For instan e,
in a high s ale in ation model, the in aton de ays into the SUSY breaking se tor, produ ing
the gravitino as [56℄ 8

Y3=2

' O(10



11

TR
)
3
10 GeV

 1

h i

1015 GeV

2 

m  2
;
1012 GeV

(31)

where the pre ise abundan e depends on the details of the SUSY breaking se tor. The values
adopted for m and hi in Eq. (31) an be realized in e.g. a hybrid in ation model [59℄.
For su h a low reheating temperature, the thermal produ tion of the axino does not set any
severe bound on the axino mass. In parti ular, note that Eq. (25) is not appli able for the
reheating temperature smaller than the weak s ale. Instead, the axino produ ed from the
gravitino de ay puts an upper bound as ma~ . O(100) MeV. This an be derived as follows.
The axino abundan e from the gravitino de ay is
2
a~ h

' 8  10

4

N



ma~   m3=2 1=2
:
100 MeV 300 GeV

(32)

Requiring the axino abundan e to be smaller than 1% of the dark matter, we obtain an
upper bound on the axino mass as ma~ . O(100) MeV. Although the axino mass annot be
as large as the gravitino mass, the required hierar hy of the two is rather mild, ompared
8 Note that TR  103 GeV is naturally realized from the spontaneous de ay of the in aton through the top
Yukawa oupling [55℄ for m = 1012 GeV and hi = 1015 GeV.
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to the previous ase. In a similar fashion, we an show that the LSPs produ ed by this
non-thermal pro ess annot be the dominant omponent of the dark matter in the models
des ribed below.
In the present model, both the axion and axino are produ ed from the gravitino de ay
as relativisti parti les. In ontrast to the axion, the axino be omes non-relativisti at some
time depending on its mass. But it is typi ally well after the matter-radiation equality
epo h, and the axino abundan e amounts to only a small fra tion of the energy density of
the universe. Thus both the axion and the axino ontribute to the e e tive number of the
neutrinos, that is, fR = 1. The same argument is applied to the following model as well.
So far we have negle ted the saxion abundan e. Sin e the saxion mass is roughly equal
to the gravitino mass, the saxion de ays mu h earlier than BBN begins (see Eq. (10)). In
addition, if Æsi is of O(Fa ), sin e the saxion does not dominate the universe, our arguments
above remain un hanged.
The nal omment is that one annot ex hange the roles of the gravitino and the axino
in the above s enario. Similar arguments show that the gravitino must be mu h lighter than
the axino. This is be ause, as long as we require N ' 1, the gravitinos produ ed from the
axino are so abundant that the small s ale u tuations (& a few Mp ) would be smoothed
out unless the gravitino mass is small enough. However, sin e the axion multiplet annot
have a SUSY mass, the axino mass annot be mu h larger than the gravitino mass and the
s enario does not seem to work.
C.

Dira

right-handed sneutrino de ay into gravitino and right-handed neutrino

The neutrino os illation experiments have revealed that the neutrinos have nite but
small masses. To explain the tiny neutrino masses one introdu es right-handed neutrinos
into the standard model. The right-handed neutrinos may be allowed to have large Majorana
masses as large as GUT s ale, be ause they are singlets with respe t to the standard-model
gauge group. However, the Majorana mass term an be forbidden by some symmetry su h
as the lepton-number symmetry. Thus, if this is the ase, the neutrino mass is given by the
Dira mass term, and the mass of the right-handed neutrino is very light. The smallness
of the neutrino mass is explained by the small Yukawa oupling of  m =hHui . O(10 13),
where m is a neutrino mass and hHu i denotes the VEV of the up-type Higgs. On the other
17

hand, the right-handed sneutrino a quires a mass from SUSY breaking e e ts. Sin e the
Yukawa oupling is rather small, the lifetime of right-handed sneutrinos is very long, and
their de ay into the right-handed neutrino and the gravitino an in rease N .
First, the lifetime of right-handed sneutrinos is given as

~R '

1 m5~R
48 m23=2 MP2

! 1

(33)
2 
 5
m
m
=2
~R
;
' 1:4  108 se 500 3keV
1 GeV
where the right-handed sneutrino mass m~R should be less than  1 GeV as dis ussed later.
From Eq. (5), the abundan e of the right-handed sneutrinos should be


~R
s

' 6:8  10

9

GeV N



m3=2 
500 keV

1



m~R 5=2
:
1 GeV

(34)

Su h large abundan e of the sneutrino is unlikely to be produ ed by thermal s atterings or
de ays of other superparti les due to the smallness of m~R and the Yukawa oupling [60℄.
But, the suÆ ient energy density of right-handed sneutrino an be non-thermally produ ed
in the form of oherent os illations. The right-handed sneutrino an develop a large eld
value during in ation, and after the in ation ends it begins to os illate oherently, whi h
an indu e a large abundan e of the right-handed sneutrino [61, 62℄. Its energy density-toentropy ratio ~R =s is xed at the end of the reheating pro ess,

~R m2~R j~Ri j2 TR
=
s
4Hos2 MP2

' 4:3  10

8

GeV



j~Ri j

1014 GeV

2 



TR
;
100 GeV

(35)

where ~Ri denotes the initial amplitude of the right-handed sneutrino. Here we used the
Hubble parameter Hos at the start of the os illations is equal to m~R .
As dis ussed above, the abundan e of gravitinos produ ed by ~R de ay should be subdominant omponent of the dark matter. The abundan e is given by
2
3=2 h ' 9:3  10

4



m~R 3=2
:
1 GeV

(36)

It is interesting that the abundan e is independent of m3=2 . In order not to signi antly a e t
the observed small s ale stru ture (& a few Mp ), m~R must be smaller than  1 GeV. With
the onstraint  . 108 se , m3=2 . 500 keV is also required. Note that su h a hierar hi al
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mass relation may be realized in gauge-mediated SUSY breaking models with some extended
gauge intera tion whi h involves right-handed neutrinos and is broken at an intermediate
s ale.
Finally, we omment on the gravitino de ay into ~R and R . This ase leads to the
same result as in the previous se tion, after ex hanging (~R ; R ) with (~a; a). Therefore, for
N  1, m3=2 & 300 GeV and m~R . 1 MeV are required. However, this hierar hi al
mass relation, m3=2  m~R is unlikely in SUSY models. Hen e, this ase is not expe ted to
explain in reasing N .
IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we present models of de aying parti les for in reasing the e e tive number
of neutrinos N after BBN but before the stru ture formation begins. In the model (a)
where the saxion de ays into two axions, broad regions are allowed. For instan e, TR an
take a value from 10 MeV up to 106 GeV, depending on the initial displa ement of the saxion
and ma~ =ms (see Figs. 1 and 2 for details). In parti ular, the saxion mass needs to lie in the
range between 1 MeV and 1 GeV, whi h suggests the light gravitino. In the model (b) where
the gravitino de ays into the axino and the axion, we require m3=2 & 300 GeV together with
ma~ . 10 eV or ma~ . 100 MeV depending on the gravitino produ tion pro esses. The former
(latter) bound is the ase with the thermal (non-thermal) produ tion. In parti ular, one
needs a hierar hy between the gravitino mass and the axino mass. In the model ( ) where
the Dira right-handed sneutrino de ays into the gravitino and the right-handed neutrino,
m~R . 1 GeV and m3=2 . 500 keV are required. This ase works only for the non-thermal
origin of the right-handed sneutrino in the form of s alar ondensates.
Su h a s enario is motivated be ause non-standard values of N > 3 are preferred by the
ombined data of the CMB, galaxy lustering and the Lyman- forest [10, 15, 16℄ whereas
most of the re ent analyses of primordial 4 He abundan e favor standard N = 3 [17, 22, 23℄.
As is dis ussed in Ref. [10℄, the preferen e for N > 3 of the Lyman- ombined data stems
from the in onsisten y in the estimation of the matter power spe trum amplitude at small
s ales, represented by 8 , between the WMAP and the Lyman- forest: the latter yields
somewhat higher value of 8 . We note that su h higher 8 values are also derived by other
probes of the small s ale matter power spe trum by the weak lensing [11, 12℄ and strong
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lensing [13℄. Thus, we would like to stress that the models proposed here an not only solve
the dis repan y between BBN and the stru ture formation (the CMB, the Lyman- forest
and so on) but also give a possible answer to the in onsisten y between the WMAP and
small s ale matter power measurements su h as the Lyman- forest and weak lensing.
It should be emphasized that N is in reased by the \free-streaming" relativisti parti les
like massless neutrinos in our models. Our s enario of in reasing N may re all the readers
to the s enario of \intera ting" neutrinos dis ussed e.g. in Refs. [63, 64℄ whose predi tion
in ludes the in rease in N after BBN by the re oupling. Even though N hanges by the
same amount, there is a stark ontrast between the free-streaming parti les and intera ting
ones as regards the e e ts on the stru ture formation. The onsequen e is that, although
N an be in reased in the intera ting neutrino s enario, it annot solve the problem. This
is expli itly veri ed in Ref. [16℄. Their Fig. 5 (a) shows that the free-streaming parti les an
better t the Lyman- data by in reasing N from 3 but su h is not the ase for intera ting
parti les as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
Finally, sin e the dis repan y whi h we have addressed in this paper is about 2 level,
further data and studies are ne essary in order to see whether in onsisten y exists in the
standard osmologi al model or in the interpretation of one or more observations. Re ently,
Ref. [19℄ have obtained the onstraint on N from the WMAP [1, 2, 3, 4℄ and the SDSS
luminous red galaxy power spe trum [6℄ to be 0:9 < N < 8:2 (95% C.L.). This is not in
on i t with the one derived using the Lyman- and the earlier galaxy power spe trum as
mentioned in the Introdu tion, N = 4:6+11::65 [15℄, but it does not have suÆ ient sensitivity to
test the need for N > 3. Sin e we annot expe t the galaxy power spe trum data to in rease
signi antly in near future, improvement in the reliability of the Lyman- forest and weak
lensing will be needed to solve the issue. We believe the ongoing works in the ommunities
to understand sour es of systemati errors will a omplish this task and, together with the
future CMB experiments (the PLANCK sensitivity for N is fore asted to be  0:2, see e.g.
[65℄), this will tell us whether the s enario of in reasing N is realized in Nature.
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